Rockford fosgate punch speakers

Car audio fanatics will love the Punch series 5. Systems that need a premium drop-in speaker
will certainly benefit from this Punch series 6"x9" full-range speaker. The P offers a similar
sonic experience to the P, but in a fullfilling 4-way array. Car audio fanatics will love the Punch
series tweeter kit. It features a 1" 25mm PEI dome, cool looking outboard crossover, and 3
mounting bezels to accomodate various installations. Fanatics that need a great sounding
speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly benefit from this Punch series
full-range speaker. The oversized motor structure and high temperature voice coil, combined
with a fiber reinforced paper cone and corrugated treated cloth surround create the foundation
for a highly sensitive speaker that can handle plenty Car audio fanatics will love the Punch
series 6" component system. It features a FlexFit basket for compatibility with various factory
speaker mounting locations and a sweet ICC Integrated Concealed Crossover , eliminating the
need to mount any black boxes. The neodymium motor structure and high power diaphragm,
combined with a billet machined aluminum phase plug create the foundation for a highly
sensitive speaker that can handle plenty It features dual woofer outputs for use with two Punch
Pro midrange drivers. The oversized motor structure and high power diaphragm, combined with
a billet machined aluminum phase plug create the foundation for a highly sensitive speaker that
can handle Car audio fanatics will love the Punch series 6. The oversized motor structure and
high temperature voice coil, combined with a fiber reinforced paper cone and corrugated treated
cloth surround create the foundation for a highly sensitive speaker that can handle Fanatics
that need a great sounding speaker to replace factory installed versions will certainly benefit
from this Punch series full-range speaker. European installers will love this new "European
Basket" to easily fit a About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue
Shopping. Filters 0. Selected Filters: Filters:. Filters Clear Filters. Good, Better, Best Punch Better. Speaker Size Nominal Diameter in. RMS Power watts 75 60 50 20 50 60 Nominal
Impedance Ohms 4-Ohm. Mounting Depth Nominal Diameter in. Clear Filters. Punch 5. View Full
Details. Find Dealer. Punch 6"x9" 4-Way Full Range Speaker P Systems that need a premium
drop-in speaker will certainly benefit from this Punch series 6"x9" full-range speaker. Punch 3.
Punch Pro 1. Punch 6"x9" 2-Way Full Range Speaker P Fanatics that need a great sounding
speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly benefit from this Punch series
full-range speaker. Punch 6"x8" 3-Way Full Range Speaker P Fanatics that need a great
sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly benefit from this Punch
series full-range speaker. Punch 5"x7" 2-Way Full Range Speaker P Fanatics that need a great
sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly benefit from this Punch
series full-range speaker. Punch 4"x6" 2-Way Full Range Speaker P Fanatics that need a great
sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly benefit from this Punch
series full-range speaker. Punch 6. Punch Pro 6. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Fanatics that need a great sounding speaker to
replace factory installed garbage will certainly benefit from this Punch series full-range speaker.
The P offers a Flex Fit basket to ensure compatibility with odd shaped factory speaker locations
and an ICC Integrated Concealed Crossover , eliminating the need to mount any black boxes.
The Integrated Concealed Crossover hides the crossover inside the basket, creating a cleaner
look and easier installation. Klippel is a speaker certification program allowing us to deliver the
best possible speakers. Since day one, we have spearheaded the car audio revolution. Nothing
has changed. Rockford Fosgate is still the global leader in audio innovation and your passion is
our purpose. We engineer the best audio systems for your lifestyle! The P offers a Flex Fit
basket to ensure compatibility with odd-shaped factory speaker locations, and an ICC
Integrated Concealed Crossover , eliminating the need to mount any black boxes. It come with
grill. Flex Fit Basket The Flex Fit frame utilizes slots where feasible instead of single screw sized
holes. This allows slight adjustment of the speaker when mounted. Punch speakers will make
your ride sound sweet. Click to enlarge. The product line represents the company's core
philosophy. Rockfords new amplifiers, speakers and subwoofers have raised the bar on the
competition. On a tighter budget? Consider the Prime Series R Rockford Fosgate Punch P 3.
Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item
for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 4 hrs and 3 mins Details. In Stock. Add
to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
Learn more. Ships from Amazon. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout.
Ships from. Sold by. Rockford Fosgate P Pu Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions
covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims

approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your
covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt
for easy returns. Save with Used - Like New. FREE delivery: March 1 - 4. Speakers Never Been
Used. See more. Only 6 left in stock - order soon. Visit the Rockford Fosgate Store. Amazon's
Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers.
Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Rockford Fosgate P Punch 3.
Sold by PowderDay and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Rockford Fosgate P Punch 6. Rockford Fosgate RX2 Prime 5.
Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Skar Audio TX65 6. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. From the brand. Our story How we got our start? The founder, Jim
Fosgate, is often referred to as the inventor of the car audio amplifier, marketing the first car
stereo systems, and spearheading the car audio revolution. Rockford Fosgate is still the global
leader in audio innovation, as your passion is our purpose. What makes our product unique?
Whether its automobiles, motorcycles, boats, or off-road vehicles, we like to say if it has wheels
or floats, we make a stereo for it. Sound built for speed. Purpose built for your lifestyle. Why we
love what we do? Truly a line designed by fanatics for fanatics, our family of products are
developed by the same people that use them in their everyday lives. From the manufacturer.
VAST Surround speakers. ICC Crossover. Klippel Verified. Compare with similar items. Product
Description Since day one, we have spearheaded the car audio revolution. The Rockford
Fosgate Punch Series Whether you're looking for a full on component speaker system or a
simple pair of coaxes to upgrade your OEM system, Punch speakers will make your ride sound
sweet. With 15 models to choose from, Rockford's got one in your size and price range!
Rockford's 30 year reputation is grounded in engineering and manufacturing some of the finest
audio products in the world. The company's no-compromise approach has yielded patented
iconic products such as the Punch EQ, Punch 45 amplifier and the 3Sixty integrated signal
processor. Today, Rockford's new products push the performance envelope even further. Each
new product is a step forward--they sound bigger, they play louder, and run longer. Rockford
never settles for "good enough. Product information Technical Details. Item Weight 8. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Warranty [PDF ]. Important information Legal Disclaimer
Full 1-year manufacturer warranty when purchased from an authorized Rockford Fosgate
reseller. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Hopefully i am not
a-fending anyone now. I hope this helped out in some sorta way. These 6x9 speakers sounds
great, a perfect upgrade from stock. Running them off of alpine deck and no amp and they
sound just right. Also use the stock spacers. One person found this helpful. Great set of
speakers, unfortunately they don't fit properly in my rear deck without modifications so I
decided to exchange for others. Amazon said they would fit, but so did another site dedicated
solely to audio equipment, go figure. So I would try to verify fit by some other means to ensure
fitment. Otherwise a great speaker set for the money. Deep lows and clear mids and highs, great
all around just bummed they won't fit like factory. I had a pair of Boston Accoustics S95s in the
car before. I ruined them by letting metal get down in them when doing some fabrication. The
BAs were expensive compared to these Rockfords I bought so you get what you pay for. I
couldn't afford more expensive speakers this time which is why I tried these. They sound good
but lack in the low end compared to the BAs I had before. These do have higher power handling
rms than the BAs had. These are driven by a Rockford Fosgate 4 channel amplifier with 45 watts
rms per channel. These speakers can handle 75 rms. Just to see if it was an overly aggressive
tweeter I switched the amp to low pass and crossover to The bass still wasn't that strong with
the punch setting at 12db. Turning the input gain up just resulted in distortion. Maybe if the amp
was more powerful? I don't know but I think it just doesn't have the specs in the woofer for
strong bass. These speakers will do though since I have a sub with Rockford stuff is very good.
If you want bass without a sub you might want to look closely at the specs and maybe listen to
some at your local audio store before deciding on these. The quality of these is very good, don't
be afraid of them. I had to cut away some metal and use a spacer to fit my Dodge RAM front
doors despite amazon saying they were a direct fit. Luckily I have all the tools necessary the
average customer might not have. They are inexpensive but compared to the garbage factory
speakers these were a massive improvement. My Jeep Compass takes the same 6x9 speaker in
both the front and back. But just because it takes a 6x9 speaker and this set of speakers are as

well 6x9 doesn't mean that they will fit. Any of the 6x9 speakers that have a tab where the
mounting screws go will not fit. Did a little damage to one speaker trying to mount it where there
just wasn't enough room. Review rating may change depending on how the return process
goes. These replaced the door speakers on my Silverado, and what a massive fidelity pickup.
The stock system relies on the dash speakers for mid-highs but these come with tweeters to fill
out the cabin with perfect balance. Decent little bump too. Just don't put anything in the door
pockets, or you get the annoying rattles. Had to pull the rear seats and package shelf out of the
Deville to replace the speakers. Had a Pro drill the holes as I wasn't about to spend 70 dollars
for a one time use 90 degree drill head. Not an easy job, but speakers sound great. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. A good sturdy speaker. These things sounds
amazing!!!! Wicked bass and treble. Changed out the factory 'woofers' in my Taurus. Sensitive
speakers so they perform really well with stock output. Report abuse. Great speakers sound
great. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: car audio for challenger , 6x9 inch speakers , honda civic coupe , honda
accord coupe , toyota camry , ev chargers. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazing
Dealzzz. Watts and Volts. Drive In Car Audio. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. The Power T3
Component Speakers are designed using nearly all the same design cues as it's biggest
brother, the Power T5. Best of all, the crossover is easier to mount and The Power T4 6. The
woofer features a woven The TS 5. Another difference is The ultimate in Sound Quality can be
obtained from a Power series component system. Utilizing a separate audiophile grade tweeter,
separate midrange and dedicated 2-way crossover, each part of the system will accurately
reproduce music with transparent detail. Goin' to a car audio competition? You'll need these!
Get Power series sound quality in a drop-in speaker. These full-range speakers inherent all the
coolest features from their big brother component systems. Be prepared, these are more than
OEM replacement speakers, their sound quality has been perfected for true Rockford Fosgate
fanatics! Car audio fanatics will love the Punch series 5. Utilizing the ultimate tweeter from our
Power series component systems, this tweeter kit will enhance any car audio system by
providing crystal clear highs. It's dedicated outboard crossover utilizes audiophile grade
components for transparent detail. This kit is perfect for anyone needing to add a set of
dedicated tweeters Systems that need a premium drop-in speaker will certainly benefit from this
Punch series 6"x9" full-range speaker. The P offers a similar sonic experience to the P, but in a
fullfilling 4-way array. The RS is a dedicated 2-way component system utilizing a Mica injected
polypropylene cone for extended frequency response and accommodates direct OEM
installation. Car audio fanatics will love the Punch series tweeter kit. It features a 1" 25mm PEI
dome, cool looking outboard crossover, and 3 mounting bezels to accomodate various
installations. The 6"x9" Prime full-range speakers offer Rockford Fosgate sound quality at a
fantastic value. Perfect for replacing factory speakers, they feature polypropylene cones and a
silk dome pole mounted Piezo tweeter and midrange. Includes grilles so they look as good as
they sound. Fanatics that need a great sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage
will certainly benefit from this Punch series full-range speaker. The 5. Perfect for replacing
factory speakers, they feature polypropylene cones and a silk dome tweeter. The 6. Perfect for
replacing factory speakers, they feature polypropylene cones, a silk dome Piezo tweeter and
midrange. This low distortion material allows accurate reproduction of high frequencies for The
4" Prime full-range speakers offer Rockford Fosgate sound quality at a fantastic value. These 6.
Features include a bridge-mounted tweeter and are optimized for a wide variety of U. Be
prepared, these Features include a pole-mounted tweeter, shallow mounting depth and
integrated concealed crossovers. Be prepared, these are more than OEM replacement speakers,
their sound The oversized motor structure and high temperature voice coil, combined with a
fiber reinforced paper cone and corrugated treated cloth surround create the foundation for a
highly sensitive speaker that can handle plenty Car audio fanatics will love the Punch series 6"
component system. It features a FlexFit basket for compatibility with various factory speaker
mounting locations and a sweet ICC Integrated Concealed Crossover , eliminating the need to
mount any black boxes. The neodymium motor structure and high power diaphragm, combined

with a billet machined aluminum phase plug create the foundation for a highly sensitive speaker
that can handle plenty It features dual woofer outputs for use with two Punch Pro midrange
drivers. The oversized motor structure and high power diaphragm, combined with a billet
machined aluminum phase plug create the foundation for a highly sensitive speaker that can
handle Be prepared, these are more than OEM replacement speakers, their The TS 6. The 6"x8"
Prime full-range speakers offer Rockford Fosgate sound quality at a fantastic value. Car audio
fanatics will love the Power series 6. It features a Flex Fit basket for compatibility with various
factory speaker mounting locations and dedicated crossovers. Car audio fanatics will love the
Punch series 6. The oversized motor structure and high temperature voice coil, combined with a
fiber reinforced paper cone and corrugated treated cloth surround create the foundation for a
highly sensitive speaker that can handle Power series performance and sound quality in a
component speaker system. Car audio fanatics will love the Power series 6" component system.
The Prime Series Component System is a new generation of factory replacement speaker
delivering authentic Rockford Fosgate sound. Fanatics that need a great sounding speaker to
replace factory installed versions will certainly benefit from this Punch series full-range
speaker. European installers will love this new "European Basket" to easily fit a Perfect for
replacing factory speakers, they feature polypropylene cones and a silk dome tweeters.
Package includes grilles so they look as good as they sound. Home Car Audio Car Speakers.
About Us. Your Shopping Cart Subtotal. Go to Checkout Continue Shopping. Filters 0. Selected
Filters: Filters:. Filters Clear Filters. Speaker Size Nominal Diameter in. RMS Power watts 75 60
50 20 40 65 45 75 50 70 60 80 45 40 30 Nominal Impedance Ohms 4-Ohm. Mounting Depth
Nominal Diameter in. Clear Filters. Power 6. View Full Details. Find Dealer. Power 5. Punch 5.
Power 1" Tweeter Kit T1T-S Utilizing the ultimate tweeter from our Power series component
systems, this tweeter kit will enhance any car audio system by providing crystal clear highs.
Punch 6"x9" 4-Way Full Range Speaker P Systems that need a premium drop-in speaker will
certainly benefit from this Punch series 6"x9" full-range speaker. Prime 5. Punch 3. Prime 6.
Punch Pro 1. Punch 6"x9" 2-Way Full Range Speaker P Fanatics that need a great sounding
speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly benefit from this Punch series
full-range speaker. Punch 6"x8" 3-Way Full Range Speaker P Fanatics that need a great
sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly benefit from this Punch
series full-range speaker. Punch 5"x7" 2-Way Full Range Speaker P Fanatics that need a great
sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly benefit from this Punch
series full-range speaker. Punch 4"x6" 2-Way Full Range Speaker P Fanatics that need a great
sounding speaker to replace factory installed garbage will certainly benefit from this Punch
series full-range speaker. Punch 6. Punch Pro 6. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. The P is a pair of 3. The P offers a Flex Fit
basket to ensure compatibility with odd shaped factory speaker locations and an ICC Integrated
Concealed Crossover , eliminating the need to mount any black boxes. The PEI dome tweeter
provides accurate frequency reproduction as well as high volume output. The P is exactly what
you need to replace your OEM factory speakers with, impressive sounding speakers built with
high quality materials in an easy to install package. The slot mounted frame pattern of the Flex
Fit basket utilizes slots instead of single screw sized holes. This allows for a slight adjustment
of the speaker when mounted for a better fit. Our high strength injection molded polypropylene
cone is rigid and lightweight to minimize any cone flex during use, improving the speakers
overall sound quality while reducing potential distortion. The Integrated Concealed Crossover
hides the crosssover inside the basket, creating a cleaner look and easier installation. It also
ensures the right frequencies are sent to the proper driver for the best quality sound with
maximum protection. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday,
Feb 26 Order within 4 hrs and 3 mins Details. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Sold by. Rockford Fosgate P Pun Include Add a Protection Plan:.
Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day one.
Most claims approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase
price of your covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add a
gift receipt for easy returns. Rockford Fosgate P Punch 3. Visit the Rockford Fosgate Store.
Size: 3. About this item The Punch P is an impressive 2-way full-range speaker designed for
fanatics who need a high quality factory replacement in an easy to install package The P 3.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped

from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by PowderDay and ships from Amazon
Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Amazon. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Rockford Fosgate RX2 Prime 5. Next page. Customers
who bought this item also bought. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. From the brand. Our
story How we got our start? The founder, Jim Fosgate, is often referred to as the inventor of the
car audio amplifier, marketing the first car stereo systems, and spearheading the car audio
revolution. Rockford Fosgate is still the global leader in audio innovation, as your passion is
our purpose. What makes our product unique? Whether its automobiles, motorcycles, boats, or
off-road vehicles, we like to say if it has wheels or floats, we make a stereo for it. Sound built for
speed. Purpose built for your lifestyle. Why we love what we do? Truly a line designed by
fanatics for fanatics, our family of products are developed by the same people that use them in
their everyday lives. Product Description. P The P is a pair of 3. Speaker Size: 3. The P Includes:
1 Pair of 3. Flex Fit Basket Design The slot mounted frame pattern of the Flex Fit basket utilizes
slots instead of single screw sized holes. Injection Molded Cone Our high strength injection
molded polypropylene cone is rigid and lightweight to minimize any cone flex during use,
improving the speakers overall sound quality while reducing potential distortion. Integrated
Crossover The Integrated Concealed Crossover hides the crosssover inside the basket, creating
a cleaner look and easier installation. This item Rockford Fosgate P Punch 3. Compare with
similar items. Product information Size: 3. Item Weight 2 pounds Product Dimensions 9 x 5.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Specification Sheet [PDF ]. Important information
Legal Disclaimer Full 1-year manufacturer warranty when purchased from an authorized
Rockford Fosgate reseller. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Size: 6x8
inches Verified Purchase. Bass is completely satisfactory! It delivered much more than I
expected! I love the component part of it so that bass and everything higher are kept seperate.
You can really hear that distinction in all kinds of music. Nothing gets distorted. Bass shakes
the mirrors just slightly. Much crisper, very clear, amazing bass clarity and modulation. With
these speakers it really distinguishes every instrument. Even as a stock upgrade with stock
headunit maybe. Bought these to replace the crappy stock ones in my '13 Ford F Much better
sound and they fit perfectly. Very satisfied with my purchase! Size: 6. Put these in my Chevy
Silverado HD in the front doors, running off the stock head unit. Screwed then directly to the
inner door the metal, not the plastic interior panel. For a 6. The bass is great. No, it isn't earth
shattering, but if you're looking for that, get a sub. The highs are wonderful as well. Overall, a
very well balanced speaker at a bargain price. Will definitely be keeping these in mind for future
needs. The brand, from tweeters to mids to woofers to subwoofers, has never disappointed me!
The P is an excellent drop-in replacement for blown or aged factory speakers with plenty of
sound quality and reliability on their side. I've installed these in the past three vehicles I've
owned. Highly recommended and will continue to purchase again and again. I am extremely
happy with this purchase. The speaker sound fantastic. I just recently purchased a pair of JBL
speakers for my new car. I was extremely disappointed by the lack of low-end. But when I came
across these I decided to swap out my new speakers for these. I cannot tell you how happy I am
that I did. The speakers are very heavy, in the best possible way. They feel rocksolid. And to let
you know I am using these with the stock head unit. And they sound great. You will not be
disappointed. For the money they are just amazing find. By JW tucson on October 31, Images in
this review. Well, I bought 2 sets of these in May I have yet to get they properly installed in my
Saturn Vue. The Amazon site says they are compatible. Upon trying to self install them, I found
out the factory speaker sits out at an angle and the holes in the door are 7. SO I have 2 sets of
new speakers just sitting in the boxes and I don't know what to do with them now. Highly
disappointed!! Thank You. I had not used Rockford Fosgate products in quite a while. But as
their product quality increased at a similar rate as Alpine speaker prices, I felt it was time to
revisit them. Boy was I glad I did. I want to start off by giving the basis of my install. I started
with a pioneer avh-xbs head unit, Pioneer GM-D 4 channel amp fed through rca inputs and stock
speakers. When I installed these, I sound deadened the front part of the doors, used Fast Rings,
after market brackets, and since the harnesses with those brackets didnt work. I improvised. I
de-soldered the factory plug from the speaker and broke it away from the housing. These were a
phenomenal step up in quality. I made no eq or crossover adjustments before noticing I could
turn them way higher without them distorting. Also, the sound was much much cleaner. I could
actually hear the "rear fill" come alive. I did lose some midbase on the bottom end but, nothing

the P2D sub wont cover. I cant wait to get the matching components in the front. Currently in
the rear doors of my Mazda 6. Give it a few weeks to break them in, in order to unleash their true
potential. Run them off of an amp or equalizer with a separate subwoofer, so you can control
the frequency range to match their specifications. Not only will they sound better, but their
lifespan will extend as well, as you eliminate the possibility of blowing them with low bass that
they are physically incapable of producing. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Excellent speakers and great service recommended. Report abuse. Delivery on time.
Merchandise in perfect condition as expected. Size: 5. No problems at all. These fit perfectly
into my Ford Edge. The cheap factory speakers are only a 2-way speaker High's and Mid's. They
produce no bass Low's. Ford relies on a small 8" sub in the far back for the bass. They do this
on alot of their vehicles. They try to get you to upgrade to the better stereo system at the dealer.
The amp is only running the sub and I'm running a factory deck. So yes, these things are still
under powered. When installing I noticed there was a tab in the way, so I rotated the speaker
deg and it fit perfectly. A very well thought out design. You will however have to wire in your
own pigtail. It would have been nice to see that included in with the speakers. But a actual price
is 10k not what shown by Amazon I added this in back doors in my Punto Evo. Excellent sound.
Crisp and clear. Good amount of bass. Perfect for back door speaker as it will fill it with heavy
bass. Without amplifier also it is sounding great and no crack sound. It also has good crisp high
and mid frequency. The packet I received with opened seal and no wires are available. It came
with a screws which are almost useless. May be somebody has returned the packet and the
seller send me the same.. Original price in Rockford site or in packet written as but in, Amazon
it is written almost 11K which is not true. So the discount rate is lesser than the shown. Sounds
really good with some decent bass but that isn't what they're meant for I noticed some
immediate clarity and punch to these speakers. Definitely improved my mediocre Mazda 6
sound system. I'll be sure to buy another set for the rear door speakers. The bass is decent with
clarity but you can't really rely on door speakers for bass. I'll definitely look into a Rockford sub
and amp to really bring out the sound. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Pages with
related produc
pictures of 2014 ford focus
durango harley davidson
epiphone p90 guitar
ts. See and discover other items: honda fury , gmc , bonneville motorcycle , 93 mustang gt ,
lexus ls , lexus ls There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Audio Watt Store. Amazing Dealzzz.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

